
A LIFE UPSIDE DOWN

Chapter: 1984
Asura stared at Lin Ziming stubbornly, his eyes were fixed, as if his soul
had locked Lin Ziming, even if Lin Ziming fled to the end of the world, he
would be able to find Lin Ziming.
As Asura’s voice fell, all the followers of the Sun Moon God Sect in the
surrounding area unanimously took a step forward. The monstrous coercion,
once again increased by one point, severely pressed Lin Ziming’s body.
In an instant, Lin Ziming felt the pressure on his body and heavier.
However, he was still not afraid, but a brighter smile appeared on his face.
He has always been a person who likes pressure, the greater the pressure, the
more excitement he can be.
Moreover, he has not faced such tremendous pressure for a long time!
He could feel that under this extreme pressure, his spirit had been greatly
tempered, and his brain was also madly secreting dopamine, which made
him feel extremely excited and stimulated.
He himself is a person who likes to lick blood on the tip of a knife.
In fact, every leap in his strength was obtained by bottoming out under
tremendous pressure and crisis!
He had a strong hunch, as long as he defeated Ashura this time and defeated
the confidence of the entire Sun Moon God Sect, then his strength would get
another leap.
Sure, you can directly step through to the realm of Tongshen! ! !
Therefore, instead of being a little scared, he provoked Ashura, “Asura, you
get out now, and you will no longer be an enemy of Nuwazong. I can spare
you a dog, including you lackeys.”
Upon hearing this, Ashura’s expression became even more distorted!
He was almost about to become a demon, staring at Lin Ziming, that gloom
and hatred no longer looked like a person, but a real demon.
All the Nuwazong people couldn’t help being horrified, and even Tian
Xuanzi was taken aback!
Shangguan swallowed as the wind swallowed. He thought that Lin Ziming
was a lunatic. In this case, he provokes Asura madly. This can no longer be
described as arrogant, but a lunatic, an absolute lunatic!
He has always prided himself on himself, but facing people like Ashura, he
still maintained awe and did not dare to die.
But Lin Ziming was really dying.
He promised that with Ashura’s character, he would definitely not kill Lin
Ziming so easily, but would use the cruelest and most painful way in the
world to torture Lin Ziming.
Let Lin Ziming survive.
Death is not terrible. What’s terrible is that you can’t die when you want to
die!
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“Good, good!!” Ashura smirked, his expression distorted to the extreme, his
eyes protruding, and he was in an absolutely violent state.
“You are not afraid of death, right? Then I will make you want to die even if
you want to die!!!”
After saying these words, Ashura had no reservations and directly attacked
Lin Ziming.
Originally, with his identity and character, it would not be so easy to make a
move.
But now, he really couldn’t help it anymore, he couldn’t wait to capture Lin
Ziming alive, and then tortured fiercely! !
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